Unseen India
Bernie Guzik’s Collection of Aluminum Print Photos of India’s Vanishing Cultures
NOW ON DISPLAY

Bernie Guzik began studying the tuba and photography at the age of twelve. His musical talent opened doors to the Juilliard School of Music and the pleasure of playing with many famous orchestras including the Tulsa Philharmonic and the Tulsa Symphony and Signature Symphony.

Mr. Guzik’s music career allowed him to travel all over the world. It was during these travels that he captured amazing photos of the vanishing Indian cultures; these include mountain villages and tribes of Eastern India.

His photography has been utilized in travel brochures and travel blogs. His next endeavor is to capture some of the less seen National Parks.

Bernie Guzik uses ArtBeat Studios for the process of aluminum prints. The process involves heat infusing the photos into the metal. The first layer is a white coating and the photo is applied onto that. This gives a very vivid and detailed image.